Dear Colleague,

**THE MAY MEMBERSHIP DRIVE IS ON!** We are offering a 25% discount and a free copy of the book *Real Scientists, Real Faith* to all who join the ASA in the month of May as a student premier or regular member. Help us by doing your part and recruiting a colleague to join. Get them started by giving them a gift membership!

Registration for the **2014 ASA Annual Meeting** is open! Registration may be done online [here](#). This year's meeting features the theme "From Cosmos to Psyche" with the theme verse "All Things Hold Together in Christ," (Col 1:17) and will be held from **July 25-28** at McMaster University, in Hamilton, Ontario. Join us in Hamilton as we share with one another our awe and wonder at God's creation. For more information, see the meeting [brochure](#).

**Coming feature in PSCF:** In addition to their other contributions, many members of ASA and CSCA publish important works. As space permits, PSCF plans to list recently published books and peer-reviewed articles related to science and Christian faith that are written by our members and brought to our attention. To let us know of such works, please write to [patrick.franklin@prov.ca](mailto:patrick.franklin@prov.ca).

**Website tip:** Check out our [ASA Comments](#) forum to read what our members are saying about several science TV series such as *Cosmos, Your Inner Fish,* and *Years of Living Dangerously.* Only ASA members can comment but everyone can read it.

---

**SPECIAL EVENTS**

Some special events that are not part of our annual meeting are being held while we are at McMaster University on July 25-28, 2014, and our members are encouraged and invited to attend:

**ACADEMY REGAINED**

A special symposium is being held that features the authors of the chapters in an upcoming book called *Academy Regained.* The Monday morning session includes the science-related chapters and will be held as part of the ASA meeting. The symposium will continue in the afternoon at Redeemer College, also in Hamilton, ON, and will cover the remaining chapters. All registrants of the ASA meeting are welcome to attend both sessions. Those attending only the *Academy Regained* symposium and not registering for the ASA meeting, as well as ASA registrants who wish to stay for dinner at Redeemer should register at this [website](#).

**COURSE ON SCIENCE AND RELIGION**

Denis Lamoureux teaches a flip-course on "Science and Religion: An Introduction" at the University of Alberta. He will offer this course on Thursday and Friday at McMaster University so that students may also attend the ASA meeting. The class can be taken either for credit or non-credit. Registration is separate from the ASA meeting registration. Information for course registration can be found at this [website](#). Students who also attend the ASA meeting may sign up for lodging with their ASA registration.

---

Don't forget to follow us on Twitter! #asa3org
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